Recipes for Mud Cuisine

Put on your chef’s hat and prepare to get messy!
Here are some ideas for a magnificently muddy feast!

Mud Custard
Scoop some mud into small bowls and garnish with a leaf or flowers! Yummy!

Mud Drop Soup
After a rainstorm, find a muddy puddle and spoon some of the muddy water into small bowls. Drop in some rocks for flavor and find sticks for stirring. Season your soup with some dirt or sand for a delicious mud drop soup!

Grilled Mud Sandwich
Spread mud between two leaves, or two pieces of cardboard. Place on a hot flat rock or sidewalk on the sun to grill.

Pine Spaghetti and Mud Balls
Pour some thick mud into an old egg carton. Set the carton in the sun to bake. While your mud balls bake, mix some pine needles with some mud and put on a plate. When the mud balls have hardened, flip the carton upside down and you should have your finished mud balls. Top your pine spaghetti with the mud balls and enjoy!

Rocky Road Mud Pie
Fill the bottom of a round dish with dirt. On top of that put a layer of mud, then a layer of small rocks. Pour another layer of mud and top with a sprinkle of dirt.